theseus is a collection of functions within the R programming framework [1] to assist microbiologists and molecular biologists in the interpretation of microbial community composition data.
Introduction

1
Ecological analysis of community composition data requires a variety of tools and 2 approaches including, but not limited to, diversity summary statistics, regression 3 modeling, constrained and unconstrained ordination, clustering, differential abundance 4 detection and testing, and community network analysis. In addition, researchers must 5 often make decisions about preprocessing, filtering, and denoising their data, prior to 6 carrying out analysis. The use of amplicon sequencing data in the exploration of 7 microbial communities has dramatically increased as a result of improvements to, and 8 reduced costs of, high-throughput sequencing technologies.
9
A number of open-source packages available in the R programming framework [1] , 10 such as the vegan [2] , phyloseq [3] , microbiome [4] , and themetagenomics [5] Run in southeastern Pennsylvania, USA. Sequencing data was processed as described in 31 Price et. al. (2018) [6] , and combined with chemical data to create a phyloseq object.
32
The raw data and scripts used to generate this phyloseq object (as well as the phyloseq 33 object itself) can be obtained from the authors's GitHub repository
34
(https://github.com/JacobRPrice/WWTP Impact on Stream). It is this dataset that 35 will be used to present functionality from the theseus package below. (forward/reverse) cycle combination. These values are then plotted as a ggplot2 object. 46 Using this visualization (Figure 1 ), we can see that reverse read quality drops earlier, 47 and more gradually when compared with the forward read quality. Selecting the 
prev
56
Low count taxa are often filtered from OTU tables before analysis to reduce (possible) 57 error or noise. Examination of the raw (unfiltered) OTU table should be carried out to 58 ensure that appropriate thresholds for prevalence (number of samples a taxa was 59 observed in) and abundance (the total number of times a taxa was observed) are being 60 selected. Function prev (prevalence), adapted from [7] , plots each taxon according to 
87
• constord has an argument scaling which allows the user to select whether species 88 scaling (1) or site scaling (2) is used when returning the scores to be plotting.
89
Currently, phyloseq::plot ordination returns site scaling (2) . The choice of 90 scaling is important and should be selected depending upon whether the goal is to 91 compare the arrangement of sites or species.
92
• The aspect ratio of the ordination plots themselves are scaled according to the 93 ordination's eigenvalues to more accurately represent the distances between 94 sites/samples/taxa, as described by Callahan et. al. (2016) [7] .
95
Note:
96
• The numbering approach is consistent with vegan (theseus and phyloseq rely on 97 vegan::scores to get the scores themselves).
98
• partitioned between the 9 possible cohorts Figure 5 .
120 Figure 5 . Function cohort relabund enables researchers to easily interpret OTU abundances over two contrasting comparisons. 
